Sun Books is a unique solar-powered tablet that improves literacy, numeracy, and writing skills for children aged 4 - 12 in highly disadvantaged and rural classrooms across six countries in Africa.

Your support can make a lifelong difference to children who are eager to learn yet have restricted access to books and educational tools.

With an e-library of 800+ stories and books and a toolkit of literacy resources, the educational environment for children in Africa can be transformed.

Sun Books enables literacy to reach the most remote children in 'off the grid' communities. Many of the schools we work with don’t have internet connection or electricity therefore,

Sun Books is designed to provide high-quality content by harnessing the sun’s rays which lead to education becoming accessible for all.

With our passion to train and upskill teachers within communities, Sun Books provides a vital bridge between the digital and literacy gap for disadvantaged children by using low-cost 21st-century technology.

In sub-Saharan Africa, illiteracy rates are some of the highest in the world. Children who have difficulty reading and writing suffer from shame, low self-esteem and are cut off from life-enhancing experiences – many of which we take for granted.

Join us and strive to close the digital gap!
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OUR REACH

BENEFITS

• Help improve the education of disadvantaged children in Africa
• Corporate social responsibility
• Employee engagement
• Customer engagement
• Raise awareness of your business through our media channels

Sun Books
Connecting the unconnected
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@SunBooks.org
@sunbooks__
www.sunbooks.org